A dynamical scaling function in a cascade model of turbulence is numerically determined. It indicates that there are two time domains in the scaling function. In the first domain fluctuations supplied to the low wavenumber region are transferred to the higher wavenumber region without any significant effect from the molecular viscosity. The scaling is not the Kolmogorov type, but the intermittent one. After reaching a certain maximum wavenumber, the turbulence enters the second domain, where the fluctuations decay due to the viscosity and obey the Kolmogorov scaling. It is, then, derived that the lower order structure functions obey the Kolmogorov scaling, while the higher order ones show the intermittent scaling. Finally, the present model is discussed in relation to the structures in a turoulent flow. § 1. Introduction
For these twenty years intermittency effects in turbulence have stimulated considerable interest in experiment as well as in theory. Experiments l )-3) confirmed that the deviation from the Kolmogorov scaling is appreciably enhanced as the scale of fluctuations decreases and the order of the moments increases. On the theoretical side, the log-normal model 4 ) andP-modeI 5 ), 6) are well-known. Recently the multifractal model, which takes into account the distribution of the fractal dimensions, was applied to this problem.
)
The log-normal model assumes that the logarithm of the dissipation rate averaged over a sphere of radius r obeys a normal distribution with a variance proportional to In(L/r), where L is a scale of the largest eddies. On the other hand, the p-model is based upon the idea that active eddies occupy only a fraction of volume. The multifractal model is the extended version of the p-model. Although those models are attractive, it looks very hard to justify them starting from the N avierStokes equations at the present stage.
In previous papers S ), 9) we proposed a model which gives a considerably good fit to the experimental data, though we have to wait for more elaborate experiments and simulations for the comparison. An advantage of our model is in that it is based on a concrete cascade equation,1O),11) which could be derived after neglecting the spatial dependence of the intensity of fluctuations in the N avier-Stokes equations in the wave packet representation. 12 ), 13) We could examine the model analytically and numerically with the cascade equation.
Let us outline the content of a previous modelS) briefly. It is assumed that the turbulent fluctuation propagates toward large wavenumber by following a dynamical scaling formula in wavenumber space. The intensity of fluctuations at nth band which is restricted by wavenumbers 'such as b n < kL < b n + I with L being a size of the largest eddies, where b is a constant of order 2 (in the later numerical calculation b=2 is chosen), would be described by (I-I) Here f(s) is a universal scaling function, which has a peak at s=O and a tail at large s. A single parameter :z is adjusted to obtain a best fit to the experimental value. z was found to be 0.84 from the comparison with the data. It should be noted that this type of scaling is motivated by Siggia's numerical solution. 14 ) Equation (I-I) indicates that a peak part of fluctuation propagates from band to band toward infinite wavenumber in a deterministic manner, and it can explain the exponents associated with intermittency phenomena appearing significantly in the higher order moments of small-scale motions. On the other hand, a tail.part is responsible for the Kolmogorov scaling, which prevails in the moments of lower order. A series of peak is expected to occur roughly with a period equal to a life time of the biggest eddies. Then we arrived at the crossover scaling where the pth order velocity structure function follows the Kolmogbrov scaling for P<Pc=3z/(3z-2) and the inte~ittent one for P > Pc. In this connection it is very important to obtain a value of the para~ter z and the scaling function f analytically or numerically from the N avier-Stokes equations or cascade equations. The present paper will be devoted to this aim.
Starting with a particular cascade model equation, we have derived a series of the scaling functions for a certain initial function and have found that the series would converge. The scaling function appearing in Eq. (I-I) is thought to be the limit of the series. A value of z is determined at the same time. The value of z and the scaling function are found to critically depend on the degree of straining effect due to larger eddies. When the straining effects are strong enough, z=1 and the scaling function vanishes at a finite time too, implying that all the fluctuations are transferred to infinite wavenumber within the finite time, and nothing remains in finite wavenumber region. This corresponds to an extremely intermittent case. As the degree of the straining effects decreases, z decreases and the scaling function does not vanish at the finite time. Then a part of fluctuations remain in finite w~venumber region, and at a later time they decay due to a viscosity in accordance with the Kolmogorov scaling. Thus the present paper gives a support to the conjecture made about the dynamical scaling formula in a previous paper.
S )
The interesting thing is that even a strictly local cascade model predicts an intermediate scaling, although one might expect it only with the N avier-Stokes equations including full non-local terms.
Finally we must emphasize that the scaling function obtained is qualitatively consistent with the numerical simulation of the inviscid and viscous Taylor-Green flows by Brachet et aJ.1 5 ) They found that an well-organized flow with complex sheet-like structure developed even starting with a smooth initial velocity field. The width of the vortex sheet became thinner, reaching the singular stage in such a way that the width tends to vanish. This stage corresponds to the above scaling at t < too.
The presence of molecular viscosity makes it possible to go beyond the singular point, and the system enters the quasi-universal chaotic state, in which the spectrum is Kolmogorov type while the fluctuations are decaying due to viscosity, which is in accord with the scaling function at t > too. Thus our model obtained from a simple The present paper is organized as follows. In § 2 the basic formulation is presented, and the recursion equation for the scaling function is given there. In § 3 some analytic results, which are useful for further numerical computation, are derived. Section 4 is devoted to the numerical method employed in solving the recursion relation. The results are also presented. In § 5 we make discussion about the physical implication of the results. The model is connected to the structure of turbulent flows. § 2_ Formulation Let us take up a model equation where the last two terms represent the effects of viscosity and an externally imposed driving force. Note that the term b n Xn_lXn represents a straining effect due to an eddy of the {n-1)th band, while the term CbnX~_1 acts as a source of fluctuations on Xn. The coupling constant C is supposed to be a parameter, which takes on various positive values. Assume that fluctuations propagate from band to band as where the non-negative function fn has a maximum at t= tn. On substituting Eq. (2 -2) into Eq. (2 -I) with s = bzn(t -t n ), Eq. (2 -I) becomes
Since we shall consider only values of n far from n=O where there is an external force, the forcing term has been omitted in (2) (3) . In order to obtain a self-similar, i.e., independent of n, solution in (2-3) we have to limit ourselves to the region where the viscosity term may be neglected. However, it is to be noted that there is an energy sink at large wavenumber, toward which energy flows in wavenumber space, and turbulence decays eventually due to viscosity. The self-similarity of a solution to (2-3) demands that the relationship (2) (3) (4) must hold. Here A is a certain positive constant. Then Eq. Some words should be mentioned on the boundary conditions for In(s) which are needed for numerical calculation. Those are
Thus we require that In(s) grow from zero for S<O, reach a maximum at s=o and decay later. by I,
ds . 
-b 2Z -I j2(b Z s-A)-CbZ/(s)/(bZs-A).
Since b-Z(s + A) > s for s < So, both the integrations on the rhs are non-negative.
Especially the first term is positive for z < 1, so that /( s) > 0 there. Now turn our attention to the case z=1. . Then
Let us choose S1 < So and presume that
Notice that /(bs'-':'A) >.0 in the region specified in Eq. (3·11) except a single point bs' -A=Sl because bs' -A:::;:Sl. The substitution of Eqs. (3·10) and (3' ll)into Eq. (3'1) yields (3'12) which forecasts that J(s) would enter the negative value region for S > Sl, in contradiction with the non-negativity of J. Thus the presumption (3'10) is wrong, and the st<lttement (3'7) is, thereby, proved.
I
The time So is special. As is easily obtained from Eq. (2'4), a peak of the fluctuation reaches infinite wavenumber at t=tn+sob-zn , i.e., at S=So as obtained by combining it with s= bzn(t -tn). Thus So is nothing but the time at which the spontaneous singularity is expected to occur in an inviscid flOW. 16 ), 17) For s<so a molecular viscosity plays a minor role, and the difference between the N avier-Stokes and Euler equations is not significant at all. The presence of a molecular viscosity, however, makes it possible that the system continues to exist beyond So without being interrupt- for s > So by retaining the largest term. It must be noted· that the decay of the scaling function is essentially due to viscosity, which was assumed implicitly as energy sink in (3'15) .
Before concluding this section let us examine the energy transfer rate. e in wavenumber space. Since the energy transfer rate en at the nth band is expressed as as known from (2 ·1) , the time averaged value of en is calculated by substituting (1·1) into the above expression. Then we have (3·21) where (3·17) has been used. The B's are constant. The first term is contribution from a peak part of the scaling function, while the second term is one from the tail part. For z<1 the second term is dominant over the first one. Then the energy conservation, i.e., the constant energy flux, is guaranteed by the tail part of the scaling function. Note that the power law form (3·19) was conjectured in a previous paperS) with the aid of an energy conservation law. It was shown there that Eq. (bZs-A) , which was obtained at the previous time bZs -A. This approximation is possible since bZs -A < s for s < So, and legitimate in the limit that In and In+1 go to the same value.
We employed the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method of a time step Ds=O.OOI in the time integration with the double precision. (1) Try a certain value of A. (2) Start with an initial function lo(s)=exp( -ks 2 ) (k is a parameter). (2) . However, in order to stabilize the numerical calculation of 12(s), the value P!o(s) + (1-P)/1(s) was used as the next initial function instead of 11(s) itself, where P is a numerical factor such as l>p>O. We repeated the above whole process iteratively to obtain a series of {Zn} and {fn(S)}. The above procedure was taken with varying A.
We found that there is a critical value Acr. For A near Acr the series {Zn} tends to approach a constant value z* and deviates from it after no steps. The number no increases as A gets closer to Acr and is roughly [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] in our try. For A> Acr the series eventually diverges toward a lower value, while for A < Acr it does upward.
Acr could be determined in many digits. This situation is made clear in Fig. 1 , where the series {Zn} is plotted against n for A=0.349628547 and 0.349628548 in the case C=0.30. Thus Aer must be located between the two numbers. Aer critically depends on the precision of numerical calculation, the choice of k and p, and so on as mentioned later. Although Z* seems to be evaluated from the flat P<l.rt of the curve in Fig.' 1 , it is' hard to do it because choosing a value closer to Aer shifts Z* to a slightly higher value. A way of determining z* is to plot Zn VS Zn+1With increasing n. Figure  2 is such a plot for C=0.30. We found that the points (Zn, Zn+1) fall on the straight line except the regions with small nand n > no provided A is close enough to Aer.
Therefore the fixed point z* is evaluated from a crossing· point between the above straight line and the 45-degree line. z*=0.924 in this case. This way of determination must be reliable, since different values of A less than Aer yield the same number for Z*. Even starting with an initial scaling function with a different value of k, the same Z* was obtained as confirmed in the case C=0.30, where z*=0.924 for k=l.O, while z*=0.922 for k=0.8Q; the difference is ofthe order ofa numerical error. We plot Z* as a functionofC in Fig. 3 . Notice that z*=0.743 even for C=1.5. The fact suggests that a large unrealistic value of C might be necessary to yield z*=2/3, which corresponds to the Kolmogorov scaling in the structure function of every order. In his calculation of Eq. (2·1) with a constant energy input to a mode n=O Siggia 14 ) showed that z=l for C< Cs, where Cs is (0.14-0.15). Our calculation indicated that the case C < 0.15 is a little different from the case C > 0.16 in that a plot of (Zn, Zn+1)
is not on a straight line for a considerable range of n, so that it is difficult to determine z* there. If the curve is extrapolated in Fig. 3 , it will reach z*=l atC=(0.13-0.14) in agreement with Siggia's' computation. Aer, on the other hand, depends on the initial scaling function, a value of a time step Ds and the degree of precision, because the width and height of the fixed scaling function vary with them. If a scaling function is, however, normalized in accordance with Eq. (2·7), Aer is transformed to a universal constant A* through Eq. (2·7) as For S > So a power law decay curve is followed. is depicted for C=0.30 in Fig. 5(a) . Although 116 is close to the fixed function, the extrapolation method indicates that l(so) will take on a lower value than in Fig. 5 (a). Table I we list the related data for various C ranging from 0.14 to 1.50 for convenience.
It should be added that the tail part of the scaling function could be numerically calculated in an opposite way, i.e., by integrating Eq. (2·5) backward from s== to S =So, where In-1 is supposed to be given and In+! is approximated by In, and imposing the matching condition on In at S = So. . Although it looks as if the lower order structure functions including their numerical factors such as the Kolmogorov constant could be computed from the knowledge on the tail part, it is not necessarily correct. The reason is that the tail should be terminated with repetition time T, where T is of the order of a large eddy turnover time, and thus, the structure functions depend on. T explicitly.B) Hence the coefficient of the functions cannot be determined unambiguously. Therefore it is not much meaningful at present to calculate the tail part. § 5. Discussion and conclusion
We briefly summarize our results. There are two time regions in the obtained dynamical scaling function separated by So. (1) For s<so the fluctuations supplied to the largest eddies are transferred to smaller scales in a deterministic way. The propagation is characterized by the scaling function with parameters A and z, corresponding to the intermittent scaling. The scaling function is determined kinematically from a cascade equation and does not satisfy the energy conservation law at this level as long as z is less than unity, as known from (3·21). The molecular The whole process composed of the above two stages is repeated randomly, though our model does not indicate explicitly. In the following we would like to make comparison with the turbulent motions occurring in real flow and numerical simulation.
Recently an organized structure is one of the most fascinating topics in a study of turbulence. Although the large-scale coherent structure is emphasized quite often, the small-scale one also exists. IS) Turbulence may be regarded as being composed of or~anized and random motions of every scale. The organized structure is rather subtle to observe, however. The usual statistical approaches tend to smear out and conceal the organization, which can be identified only by the use of conditional sampling and visualization. The organized motions in turbulence are coherent only for a short period of time. If an observation is made for a long time, and the motions are Fourier analyzed over the period, the spectrum will be broad with low peaks here and there. The motions are only quasi-coherent, and they are, strictly speaking, random from the viewpoint of a theory of chaos. Needless to say, structureless turbulent motions are random. The numerical simulatiori by Brachet et al. l5 ) adds the more vivid picture to the dynamics of turbulent structure. In the study of the dynamics of the viscous Taylor-Green three-dimensional vortex flows they found that an well-organized flow with complex sheet-like structure developed even starting with a smooth initial velocity field. This structure may be identified with the so-called coherent one. After the width of the vortex sheet became thinner furthermore, the system enters the quasi-universal chaotic state, in which the spectrum is Kolmogorov type while the fluctuations are decaying due to viscosity.
The present model interprets the above turbulent phenomena reasonably well, though an effect of randomness is lacking in the model. It may be concluded in comparison with the simulation by Brachet et al. l5 ) that the peak part of the dynamical scaling function corresponds to the organized motions and the ta~l part does to the structureless random motions. Therefore the organized motions might be associated with the intermittent effects on a small scale. Since the pth order structure function is shown S ) to obey the Kolmogorov scaling for P<Pc~5, the organized motions do not affect the structure functions of the order less than five. The coherent structure could be detected quantitatively only by measuring the higher order moments. It seems to us that there have been no attempts to connect the large scale structure with the measurement of higher moments.
Let us discuss shortcomings in the present model. First, it does riot incorporate the effect of randomness. The origin of randomness in fully-developed turbulence is far from being well understood. It had been suspected that the randomness in turbulence would have been due to the amplification of fluctuations provided by the roughness of a container, the external pressure and the thermal motion of particles in a fluid. However, since the work by Ruelle and Takens l9 ) the randomness has become associated with the sensitivity to initial and boundary conditions inherent in the Navier-Stokes equations. To introduce the randomness in the present model, two mechanisms. are conceivable at present. (1) One possibility is to make use of a cascade equation of Lorenz 20 ) type, which is sensible to small perturbation. It will excite the largest-scale eddies randomly, as long as the associated Reynolds number is large enough. Then a set of the peak and tail of the scaling function is expected . to appear independently of each other, so that we may be able to neglect the correlation between the nearby set of the peak and tail, as done in the calculation of the structure functions. 8 ) (
2) The other is to introduce random forces to the cascade equation as a representative of the molecular viscosity. This effect will be most prominent in the region S > So, because there the large n components, which are more sensible to the existence of a molecular viscosity, precede the small n components as indicated by the cascade equation (2·5). Hence the Kolmogorov scaling region may be as chaotic as molecular motions. Second, we assumed that the separation between the dynamic regions S < So and S > So occurs clearly over entire space, but this will not be the case. If we introduce a wave-packet representation, Xn depends on the space coordinate, so that it is probable that a coherent structure appears in a certain region, while the other region is occupied by structureless turbulent motions.
